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VXi BlueParrott Xpress

The lightweight knockout that knocks out more noise.
If you work or drive in a noisy environment, and spend a good part of your day on the
phone, we’d like to introduce you to your next headset: the VXi BlueParrott Xpress.
The VXi BlueParrott Xpress is a sleek, lightweight (just 0.6 oz), Bluetooth®
headset that—thanks to VXi’s Xtreme Noise Suppression™ technology—is ideal for
use wherever excessive background noise is an issue. Its wideband audio
delivers natural sound quality for consistently accurate communication. A2DP
support means you can also use the Xpress with your GPS, music player and other
Bluetooth-enabled devices. When interfacing to another A2DP-enabled device, it
provides superior audio and music quality.

Slim and lightweight, the
VXi BlueParrott Xpress

• Xtreme Noise Suppression, together with wind suppression technology
eliminates background noise from any source (the Xpress eliminates 94%
of all background noise).

blocks out even the noisiest

• Wideband audio sounds clear and natural, for better communication and
fewer misheard words.

environments—like city

• A2DP to use with GPS, music players, laptops and other Bluetooth-enabled devices.

traffic, a busy construction

• Over 7 hours of talk time on a single charge means the BlueParrott Xpress
is ready when you are.

site, or the roar of an
18-wheeler’s engine.

www.vxicorp.com

• Lightweight, attractive design is easy to wear—all day, every day.
• Multipoint pairing lets you use both your work and personal cell phones
or connect to a Bluetooth PC.

Nothing knocks out more noise than a BlueParrott.
On the road or at a work site, knock out the noise with the Xpress.
Clear communications. Add cutting-edge noise canceling to wideband audio and get more done, more quickly.
Safer, less distracted users. Stability and comfort, together with sharp sound quality, help wearers stay focused.
Multi-device, multi-use. With multipoint pairing and A2DP support, one Xpress does it all.
Go far, stay private. A range of up to 66 feet gives you twice the wireless freedom compared to most other Bluetooth
headsets, while 128-bit data encryption keeps your calls secure.
More ways to use your Xpress. With A2DP support, you can listen to your GPS navigation system direction in
your headset and enjoy music by connecting to your Bluetooth-enabled music players.
Voice prompts
mean no more
wondering what the
coded “beeps” mean.

Multifunction button
controls on/off, call
answer/end and pairing.

Wide range of speaker
volume adjustments
ensures you always hear
the conversation.

Flexible microphone boom
for perfect mic placement.

Why Wideband Audio?
In simple terms, wideband audio means a higher quality of voice transmission. Wideband audio transmits a much fuller range of
frequencies than traditional telephone transmissions, for a clearer, more natural sound. So wideband audio is easier to understand,
which means fewer misunderstandings, shorter calls and happier callers. It also allows callers to concentrate on what’s being said,
instead of straining to decipher unclear words or muffled voices. The ultimate benefits are increased productivity, less fatigue—and
more satisfied callers.

For more information about VXi and our full line of Contact Center & Office, Bluetooth® Mobile and Unified Communications
products, visit our website at www.vxicorp.com
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